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During the summer of 1776, a powerful army under British General Sir William
Howe invaded the New York City area. His professional troops defeated and
outmaneuvered General George Washington’s less trained forces. An ill advised
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control of the entire river. Control of the Hudson could sever New England-the hot
bed of the rebellion-from the rest of the colonies.
The architect of the plan, General John Burgoyne, commanded the main thrust
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Learning of the Rebels’ position, Burgoyne attempted to move part of his army
inland to avoid the danger posed by the American fortifications. On September 19th
1777, his columns collided with part of General Gates’ army near the abandoned
farm of Loyalist John Freeman. During the long afternoon, the British were unable to
maintain any initiative or momentum. Pinned in place, they suffered galling
American gunfire as they strove to hold their lines. Late in the day, reinforcements of
German auxiliary troops turned the tide for Burgoyne’s beleaguered forces. Although
driven from the battlefield, the British had suffered heavy casualties and Gates’ army
still blocked his move south to Albany.
General Burgoyne elected to hold what ground he had and fortify his
encampment, hoping for assistance from the City of New York. On October 7th,
with supplies running dangerously low and options running out, Burgoyne attempted
another flanking move. The expedition was noticed by the Rebels who fell upon
Burgoyne’s column. Through the fierce fighting the British and their allies were
routed and driven back to their fortifications. At dusk, one position held by German
troops, was overwhelmed by attacking Americans. Burgoyne had to withdraw to his
inner works near the river and the following day tried to withdraw northward toward
safety. Hampered by bad roads made worse by frigid downpours, the British retreat
made only eight miles in two days to a small hamlet called Saratoga; Gates’ army
followed and surrounded Burgoyne and his army. With no other option Burgoyne
capitulated on 17 October 1777.
The American victory at Saratoga was a major turning point in the war for
Independence, heartening the supporters of independence and convincing France to
enter in the war as an ally of the fledgling United States. The war also would reach to
nearly every quarter of the globe as Spain and the Netherlands would become
involved. But more importantly ideals of the rebel Americans would be exported as
well, inspiring people throughout the world with the hope of liberties and freedom.
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